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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 Quantum fields
Nikolai Nlkolacvlch Uogoiiubov (N,N\ in what follows) look up problems in
quantum field theory (QFT) in real earnest in the late 40», possibly under
the Influence of the well-known scries of articles by Schwingcr which were
presented at N.N.'s seminar in the Stoklov (Mathematical) Institute. In
any case* the first publications on quantum field theory by N.N., which ap-
peared in the early S0»(i], were devoted to variaUonal-dcrivativc equations
of ToHionaga-SdiwJ/iger type and were based on the axiomatic definition
of the scattering matrix as a functional of the interaction domain fl(i),
generalizing Schwlngcr's surface function a (I).

In the first half of the 50s N.N. made an active entry from the mathe-
matical direction Into a developing science, namely, rcnormalizablc QFT,
progressing more rapidly and reaching more deeply than other scientists
who moved from mathematics into theoretical physics. As is known, he de-
veloped his own rcnormalization method based on the theory of Sobolcv-
Schwartt distributions. Hi» approach makes it possible to dispense with

* "bare* fields and particles and the physically unsatisfactory picture of in-
finite rcnormalizations.

It was N.NYs custom from time to time to present lectures containing
surveys of large portions of QFT such ns "rcnormalizations", "functional
integral", or "surface divergences". Those who listened to the whole scries
of surveys were under the impression that N.N. "saw" these outwardly so
different fragments from a single viewpoint, perceiving them as parts of
the tame picture.

This WAS At a time when the pre-war edition of Hcitlcr's "Quantum
Theory of Radiation" served as a textbook on the theory of elementary
particle» AkbJezcT and Borcstctskii's "Quantum Electrodynamics" (1953)
and the first volume of "Mesons and Fields" by Dcthc, Hoffman and Schwc-
bcr (1055) were yet to appear.

One day in the autumn of 1953, being under the influence of one of
these lectures, I asked: "N.N., why don't you write a textbook on the new
QFT?". His answer was: "That's not a bad idea, perhaps we should do it
together?". At first I did not take it seriously. It should be explained that
it was only in May of that memorable year that one of the co-authors of the
future book defended his candidate dissertation in diffusion and neutron
thcrmalization theory and he did not have a single publication in quantum
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field theory, while already In October of the вита year the other became
an academician.

Nevertheless, the conversation wae resumed the following week and we
begun to discuss the details of the project. The time frame of these events
is quite well defined, firstly, by the fact that the above conversation took
place in a car when going to N.N.'s flat in Shchuklnskli passage (near the
Kurchatov Institute), that Is, before N.N. moved to the Moscow State
University high-rise building in Lenin Hills at the end of 1053, Secondly,
Akhlezor and Ocrcatctekll's book had appeared just before our proposal was
submitted at Gontckhlzdat tit the beginning of 1954. At the same time,
the first version of the subsequent presentation of the axiomatic scattering
5-matrlx was put forward for publication in Uspckhi Flz. Nauk at the end
of 1054.

The initial draft of the book, apart from an Introductory part presenting
the Lagrangian formalism for rclativistic fields and Schwingcr'e quantiza-
tion scheme, included the original axiomatic construction of the scattering
matrix based essentially on Dogoliubov'e causality principle, the renormal-
ization method resting on the distribution theory, as well ал the functional
integral method and the generalized Tomonaga-Schwinger equation.

Technically, the book wae written ал follows, f would visit N.N. in
Lenin Hills and we would talk for an hour or two sketching the next chap-
ter. Then, in my place I would write the First version of the text. At the
next meeting this piece would be discussed and frequently altered substan-
tially. When approved, the rewritten fair copy of the manuscript would be
put in the left corner on the top of a large wardrobe. It would be taken
from there to be typed by Evgcniya Alcksandrovna. Lightly embossed
multicoloured paper was used for typing. Such paper, made in a factory
in Riga, was purchased specially for our work. N.N. liked it very much.
Different sections of the manuscript had different colours: blue, yellow,
light green, violet.... Three copies were typed at once. I would £oll££t the
typed sections from the opposite, right corner of the wardrobe to enter the
formulae.

The third copy of the coloured sections collected into chapters was read
critically by colleagues working at N.N.'s department in the Slcklov Insti-
tute. This reading provided the first "grinding-in". Two large articles in
Uipckhi Fix. Nauk1 were intended to provide the second one. The text of
the book[4] which appeared in September 1957, was therefore, tn principle,

•Published in 1055(2],[3].



quite well "Ironed out" and, except for the last two chapter» containing
new material on the rcnormalization group and dispersion relations, con*
stituted, eo to «ay, the "third approximation".

Looking back, equipped with ttiy later experience as an author, I would
say that the monograph consisting of 30-odd printer's sheets was created
rather quickly. This was because from the very beginning N.N. had a clear
plan and later the entire written text in his mind.

1,2 The birth of Bogoliubov's rcnormalization
group
lit the spring of 1055 ft «in.ill conference on "Quantum Electrodynamics
and Elementary I'artidc Theory* was organized in Moscow. It took place
at the Lcbcdcv (Physical) Institute in the first half of April. Among the
participants there were several foreigners, including Hu Ning and Gunnar
«alien. My brief presentation touched upon the consequences of finite
Dyson transformations for rcnormalizcd Green functions and matrix ele-
ments in quantum electrodynamics (QED).

Landau's survey lecture "Fundamental Problems in QF'JT, in which the
ultraviolet (UV) behaviour in quantum field theory was discussed, consti-
tuted the central event of the conference. Not long before, the problem of
short-distance behaviour in QEt) was advanced substantially in a scries of
articles by Landau, Abrikosov, and Khalatnikov. They succeeded in con-
structing a closed approximation of the Schwingcr-Dyson equations, which
turned out to be compatible both with rcnormaltzabUtty and gauge covari-
ancc. This so-called "three-gamma" approximation admitted an explicit
solution in the masslcss limit and, in modern language, it resulted In the
summation of the leading UV logarithms.

The most remarkable fact was that this solution turned out to be sclf-
cofttfadlctofy from the physical point of view because it contained a "ghost
pole" in the «normalized amplitude of the photon propagator, the difficulty
of "zero physical charge".

At that time our meetings with N.N. were regular and intensive be-
cause we were busy preparing the final text of the book. N.N. was very
interested in the results of Landau's group and presented me with the gen-
eral problem of evaluating their reliability by constructing, for example,
the second approximation (including ncxl'to-leading UV logarithms) of the
Schwingcr-Dyson equations to verify the stability of the UV asymptotics



and tho existence of a ghost pole.
At that time 1 would sometimes meet Alcsha Abrikosov, whom 1 had

known well since our student years. Shortly after the conference at the
Lobodcv Institute, Alcsha told me about Gell-Mann and Low's article,
which had just appeared. The same physical problem was considered in
this paper, but, as he put It, It was complex to understand and they had
not succeeded in combining it with the results obtained by their group.

I looked through the article and presented my teacher with a brief
report on tho methods and result*, which Included some general assertions
on the Renting properties of charge distribution at short distances and rather
complex functional equations.

The scene that followed my report was quite Impressive. On the spot,
N.N. announced that Gcll-Mann and Low's approach was correct and very
important: it was a realization of the nonnnli/nthn group (In groupc tic
normalisation) discovered a couple of years earlier by Stucckclberg and I'o-
term an л in the con rue of discussing the structure of the finite arbitrariness
in the matrix elements arising upon removal of the divergences. This group
is an example of the continuous transformation groups studied by Sophus
Lie. This implied that functional group equations similar to those obtained
in the article by Celt-Mann and Low must take place not only in the UV
limit, but also in the general case.

Then N.N. added that differential equations corresponding to infinites*
imat group transformations constitute the most powerful toot in the theory
of Lie groups.

Fortunately, I was also familiar with the foundations of group theory.
Within the next few days t succeeded in recasting Dyson's finite trans-
formations and obtaining the desired functional equations for the scalar
propagator amplitudes in QED, which have group properties, ля well ад
the corresponding differential equations, that is, the Lie equations of the
rcnormalizniion group. Each of these resulting wjuatioris contained a spe-
cific object, namely, the product of the squared electron charge n = c,7 and
the transverse photon propagator amplitude d{Q7). We called this prod-
uct, c7(Q2) s= r?d(Q7), the imnriant chnrgc. From the physical point of
view it is an analogue of tlie so-called dfcclivc charge of an electron, first
considered by Dirac in 1933, which describes the effect of charge screen-
ing due to quantum vacuum polarization. Also, the term "rrnorrnalization
group" was first introduced by its in the original publication (5) in Doklady
Akademii Nauk SSSR in 1955 (and in Nuovo Cimento[7] in 1950).



1.3 Episode with a "ghost polo"
At the above-mentioned conference at the Lebcdcv Institute Gunnar Kfillcn
presented a paper written in collaboration with I'aull on the so-called "Lee
model", the exact solution of which contained a ghost pole (which, in con*
trast to the physical one corresponding to a bound state, had negative
residue) in the nuclcon propagator. KHII6n and t'auli's analysis led to the
conclusion that the Lee model is physically void.

In view of the result on the presence of a similar pole in the photon
propagator in QBI) (which follow» from the solution of Landau's group
ад will a* an independent analyse by Kradkin) obtain»! a little curlier Irt
Moscow, KSUcVs report resulted in a heated discussion on the possible
inconsistency of QKI). I remember particularly well a scene by a black-
board on which Kallcn was presenting an example of a scries converging
non-uniformly with respect to a parameter (the terms of the scries being
dependent on the parameter) to support the claim that no rigorous conclu-
sion about the properties of an infinite sum can be drawn from the analysis
of a finite number of terms.

The parties left without convincing one another and before long a pub-
lication by Landau and Pomcranchulc appeared with a statement that not
only quantum electrodynamics, but also local quantum field theory were
self-contradictory.

Without going into details, let me remark that the analysis of this
problem carried out by N'.N. with the aid of the rcnormalization group
formalism just developed by himself led to the conclusion that such a claim
cannot have the status of a rigorous result, Independent of perturbation
theory.

Nevertheless, like KallcnV arguments, our work also failed to convince
the opponents. It is well known that Isaak Yakovlcvlch I'omcranchuk even
closed his quantum field theory seminar shortly after these events.



2 HISTORY OF THE RENORMAL-
IZATION GROUP IN QUANTUM
FIELD THEORY

2.1 Renormalizations and renormalization in-
variancc

As is known, tho regular formalism for eliminating ultraviolet divergence»
In quantum field theory (QFT) was developed on the basis of covariant
perturbation theory In the iato 40s. This breakthrough is connected with
the names of Totnonaga, Feynman, Schwingcr and some others. In par-
ticular, Dyson and Abdus Salarn carried out the general analysis of the
structure of divergences in arbitrarily high orders of perturbation theory.
Nevertheless, a number of subtle questions concerning so-called overlapping
divergences in the scattering matrix, as well ал surface divergences, discov-
ered by Stucckclbcrg[8] in the Tomonaga-Schwingcr equation, remained
unclear.

An important contribution in this direction based on a thorough analy-
sis of the mathematical nature of UV divergences was made by Hogoliubov.
This was achieved on the basis of a branch of mathematics which was new
at that time, namely, the Sobolcv-Schwartz theory of dUtnbutbns. The
point is that propagators in local QFT arc distributions (similar to the
Dirac delta-function) and their products appearing in the coefficients of
the expansion of the scattering matrix require supplementary definitions.
In view of this the UV divergence existence reflects the ambiguity in the
definition of the products in the case when their arguments coincide or lie
on the light cone.

In the mid 50s on the basis of this approach Hogoliubov and his dis-
ciples developed a technique of supplementing the definition of the prod-
ucts of singular Stueckclbcrg-Fcynman propagators [2] and proved a the-
orem [9, 10] on the finitcness and uniqueness (for rcnormalizablo theories)
of the scattering matrix in any order of perturbation theory. The prescrip-
tion part of this theorem, namely, Dogoliubov's ll-opcration, still remains
a practical means of obtaining finite and unique results in pcrturbativc
calculations in QFT.

The /{-operation works, essentially, as follows. To remove the UV
divergences, instead of introducing some rcgularization, for example, the



momentum cutoff, and handling quasi-infinite counlcrtcrms, it suffice» to
complete th« definition of divergent Fcynman integrals by subtracting from
them certain polynomials in the external momenta which in the simplest
case arc reduced to the first few terms of the Taylor scries of the Inte-
gra). The uniqueness of computational results is ensured by special con*
ditions imposed on them. These conditions contain specific degrees of
freedom3 that can be used to establish the relationships between the La-
grangian parameters (masses, coupling constants) and the corresponding
physical quantities. The fact that physical predictions arc independent
of the arbitrariness in the rcnormiitizaUon conditions, that is, they arc
rcttormHllzAtlatt-ittvittlaat, constitutes the conceptual foundation of the
ronorrriiilizntion group.

An attractive feature of this approach is that it is free from any aux-
iliary nonphysical attributes such as bare masses, coupling constants, and
rcgularization parameters which turn out to be unnecessary in computa-
tions employing Ilogoliubov's approach. As a whole, this method can be
regarded as rcnormatization without rcguhrization and countmtctms.

2.2 The discovery of the renormalization group
The renormalization group approach has been known in theoretical physics
since the mid 50s. The rcnormalization group was discovered by Stueckcl-
berg and t'ctcrmann (11] in 1953 as a group of infinitesimal transformations
related to the finite arbitrariness arising in the elements of the scattering
5-matrix upon elimination of the ultraviolet divergences. This arbitrari-
ness can be fixed by means of certain parameters c,:

"... we must expect that a group of infinitesimal operators P< =
(0/0ci)c-o, exists, satisfying

admitting thus a ronormalization ofe."

These authors introduced the normalization group generated (as a Lie
group) by the infinitesimal operators P,- connected with the rcnormaliza-
tion of the coupling constant e.

'These degrees if freedom correspond to different «normalization s<hemea
and momentum Kales.



In the following year, on the basis of Dyson'» transformations written in
the regularized form, Cell-Mann and Low [12] derived functional equation»
for QKI) propagators In the UV limit, For example, for the «normalized
transverse part d of the photon propagator they obtained an equation of
the form

where Л is the cutoff momentum And ffj i* the physical electron charge. The
appendix to lhi« article contain» the general solution (obtained by T.D.Lcc)
of thts functional equation for the photon amplitude rf(r,c3) written in two
equivalent forms:

and

where

Л qualitative analysis of the behaviour of the electromagnetic interaction
at email distances wae carried out with the aid of (2). Two possibilities,
namely, infinite and finite charge «normalizations were pointed out:

Our conclusion is that the ehnpc of the charge distribution
surrounding a lest charge in the vacuum does not, at small
distances, depend on the coupling constant except through the
scale factor. The behnvior of the propag.itor function» for large
moment» is fvfatiHt to the magnitude of the rcnorrna/izaf/on
constants in (he theory. Thux it is shown that the unrrnonnnl-
izctl coupling constant c%/4xtic, which nppcar» in perturbation
theory as a power terica in the renormnlixctl coupling constant
c\/'\*he with divergent coefficients, many behave cither in
ways:

It may really be infinite as perturbation theory indicates;
It may be л finite number independent o/"e*/-lsr/ic.
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The latter possibility corresponds to the спя» when ф vanishes at A finite
point:3 t&(o«») = 0.

We remark that paper (12] neither paid attention to the group character
of the Analysis and the results obtained, nor paper (11] quoted. Moreover,
the authors did not recognize that the Dyson transformations used by them
are valid only for the transverse scaling of the electromagnetic field. Maybe
this is why they failed to establish A connection between their results and
the standard perturbation theory and they did not discuss the possibility
that a gliaet pate might exists

The final step was tnken by Mogollubov and SMrkov [6], (0] '*, U*Jng
the group properties of finite Dyson transformations for the coupling con*
slant and the fields, the authors obtained functional group equations for
the propagators and vertices in QHI) in the general case (that is, with
mass taken Into account). For example, the equation for the transverse.
amplitude of the photon propagator was obtained in the form

d(x,y;c2) = d(l,y;c7)d{x/t,v/tic4{t,v,c7)) ,

In which the dependence of d not only on x s k*/(i7 (where fi Is a certain
normalizing scale factor), but also on the mass variable у = m2//*3 Is taken
Into account.

In the modern notation, the above relation * Is an equation for the
square of the effective electromagnetic coupling constant u = ad(x,y;a =

= a(x/t,y/t;6{t,y;a)) . (3)

The term "tcnormalizalion group" was introduced and the notion of In-
variant charge e was defined in (5).

Let us emphasize that, in contrast to the Gell-Mann and Low approach,
in our case there arc no simplifications due to the ma**!"»» natur? of the
ultraviolet asymptotics. Here the homogeneity of the mass scale is violated
explicitly by the scale term m. Nevertheless, the symmetry (even though
a bit more complex one) underlying the renormali/ation group can, as
before, be stated as an exact symmetry of the solutions of the quantum

эНеге Ом is the to-called fixed point of the rcnofmalixetion group
tranaformaliorM.

4Stt also the survey [7] published in L'nglUh in 1956.
*ln the mawle»» case у = 0 it it equivalent to (4).
"This notion is now known м the effective or running coupling constant.



field problem.7. This Is what we mean when using the term liogoliubov'*
rcnonntilitAllon group or Renorut-group fur short.

The following differential group equations for a:

Ob{t,y\o) ./y A

in the nonlinear (ottn, which is standard in Lie theory, and for the electron
propagator s(x,y;ti):

^ ( ) * , r , « ) , (5)

where

0{у,п)а y , 7(yt«)= *Щ—l «I ( « J . (6)

were first obtained by differentiating the functional equations. In this way
an explicit realization of the differential equations mentioned in the citation
from [I I] was obtained. These results established a conceptual link between
the Stucckclberg-l'ctermann and (»clk\1ann-Low approaches.

2.3 Creation of the RG method
Another important achievement of (5) consisted in formulating л simple al-
gorithm for improving an approximate perturbativc solution by combining
it with the Lie equations":

Fotmukc (4) and (5) show that to оЬШп cxptwtion* for й дл</
* v*//J (or л\1 va/ues of their argument* one hsu only to e/c/Ine
d(( ,£ ,e) And ,Ц^,у,о) in the vicinity of£ — Ь ТА» (яп be
done by тслп* of the usual pcttutbAtion theory.

In the next publication [6] this algorithm WAS used effectively to analyse
th« tiluav'iotcl and infrared (IR) asymptotic behaviour in QKI) In trans*
verse gauge. The one-loop and two-loop UV asymplotics

(7)

] (II)
"Modern notation b used in this quotation from [$)
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and

of the photon propagator я» well tie the 1R asymptotic»

of the election propagator were obtained. At that time these expression»
had already been known only at the one-loop level. It should be noted that
in tfie mhi 50.1 the? ptohlem of the UV behaviour In local QFT was quite
urgent. SiihfUsuitlal progress in the analysis of QK1> at «mail distances
was made by Landau and {it» collaborators (13J by solving an approximate
vereion of the Bchwfnger-Dyson equation!) including only the Iwo-point
functions ("dfcs.tcd" propagators) Д4{..„о) and the three-point function
f(,..,a), that is, the so-called "thrce*gnmma equations". The authors ob<
taincd asymptotic expressions for QED propagator» and 3-vertex, in which
(«»i«g modern Isngnnge) the leading U V logarithm» were summed 9 , How-
ever, Landau'» approach did not provide a prescription for constructing
subsequent approximations.

An answer to this question was given only within the new renormal-
Station group method. The simplest UV asymptotic» of QEO propagators
obtained In our paper (0}, for example, expression (7), agreed precisely with
the result» of Landau'» group.

Within the «normalization group approach these result» can be ob-
tained in Just a few lint* of argument. To this end, the one-loop approxi-
mation a

of perturbation theory should be substituted Into the right-hand side of the
first equation In (6) to compute the generator 0(0,a) = ^ ( Q ) = 3

followed by an elementary integration.
Moreover, starting from the two-loop expression

we arrive at the second «normalization group approximation (8) corre-
sponding to the summation of the ncxt-to-lcading UV logarithms. This

*Th<s« roults wttc obtained under arbitrary covwiant g*ugt.
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demonstrates that the RG method Is a regular procedure, within which it
Is quite easy to estimate the range of applicability of the results.

The second-order renormallzatlon group solution (8) for the effective
coupling constant first obtained in [G] contains the nontrivial log-oMog
dependence which Is now widely known as the two-loop approximation for
the running coupling constant In quantum ehrmnodynamics (QCD),

llcfore long (14] this approach was formulated for the case of QFT
with two coupling constants g and A, namely, for a model of pion-nudcon
interaction» with self-Interaction of pions i0. The following system of two
coupled equation:

was first obtained. The corresponding system of nonlinear differential equa-
tions from [14] was used in [15] to carry out the UV analysis of the renormal-
Izable model of plon-nuclcon interactions based on one-loop pcrturbatlvc
computations.

In [5,6] and [И] the rcnormaiization group approach was thus directly
connected with practical computations of the UV and IR asyntptotics.
Since then this technique, known as the rcnorma//zaJ/on group method
(RGM), has become the sole means of asymptotic analysis in tocal QFT.

2.4 Other early RG applications
The first general theoretical application of the KG method was made In
the summer of 1055 in connection with the (then topical) so-called ghost
pole problem (atso known as the "zero-charge trouble"). This effect, first
discovered in QKD [1С, 17]. was at first thought [17] to Indicate a possible
difficulty in quantum electrodynamics, and then [18, Id] as л proof of the
Inconsistency of the whole local QFT.

However, the renormalixation group analysis of the problem carried out
in [20] on the basis of (2) demonstrated that no conclusion obtained with

IOH b essential that for the Yukaw» I'S *iV-intcraction *• g to be rcnonna-
liiallt, il U ncccssacy to add to the Lagrangian я quartie pion ««if-i/ilcfMliott
trim with an independent, that U, a second, coupling constant A. At that time
this « u not fully ttto^miai: compare the given syttem with equatioiu
(l.l9)'-(-i.2l)' in (12], ftnd the Jmuwion in [18].
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the nld of finite-order computations within perturbation theory can be
regarded as a complete proof. This corresponds precisely to the impression,
one can get when comparing (7) and (8). In the mid 50s this result was
very significant, for It restored the reputation of local QFT. Nevertheless,
in the course of the following decade the applicability of QFT in elementary
particle physic» remained doubtful in the eyes of many theoreticians.

In the general case of arbitrary covariant gauge the rcnormalization
group analysis in QKI) was carried out in (21]. Here the problem is that the
charge renormali/ation is connected only with the transverse part of the
photon propagator. Therefore, under tionlransverse (for example, Fey it*
man) gauge the Dyson transformation lia.» л more complex form, togunov
proposed to solve this problem by considering the gauge parameter is an»
other coupling constant.

Ovsyannlkov [22] found the general solution of the functional KG equa-
tions taking mass into account:

in terms of an arbitrary function Ф of two arguments, reversible in its
second argument. To solve the equations, he used the differential group
equations represented ля linear partial differential equations of the form":

(x,y,o) = 0 .

The results of this "period of pioneers" were collected in the chapter
"Ucnorrnalization group" in the monograph [23], the first edition of which
appeared in 105? n , and very quickly acquired the status of "quantum-field
folklore".

3 FURTHER RG DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Quantum field theory
The next decade brought л calm period, during which there was putti-
rally no substantial progress in the renorniali/alion group method. An
important exception, which ought lo be mentioned here, was Wcinberg's

"Which ate now known aa the Call an—Syrtuniik equations.
"Shortly After thai is N U tranihlctl into KnglUh and French (21).



article (25], in which the idea of n running тш of a ferrnion was proposed.
If considered from the viewpoint of [21], tills Idea can he formulated as
follows:

Any parameter of the Lngranghn enn he treated м а (general'
hod) coupling constant, anil no enn he Included Into the rcnor-
MhllxAltoh group formulism.

However, the results obtained in the framework of this approach turned
out the «amc ая before. Yot example, the most familiar expression for the
fr mi ion running

in which the leading UV logarithms arc summed, was known for the elec-
tron mass in QEl) (with и = 0/4) since the mid 50s (sec [13] tt [C]).

New possibilities for applying the KG method were discovered when
the technique of operator expansion at small distances (on the light cone)
appeared. The idea of this approach stems from the fact that the IlG
transform, regarded as a Dyson transformation of the rcnormalizcd vertex
function, involves the simultaneous scaling of ail its invariant arguments
(normally, the squares of the momenta) of this function. The expansion on
the light cone, so to say, "separates the arguments", ая a result of which
it becomes possible to study the physical UV asymptotic behaviour by
mean» of the expansion coefficients (when some momenta arc fixed and tic
on mass shell). The argument-separation method for functions of several
variables proposed by Wilson makes it possible to study A number of cases
important from the physical point of view.

The end of the calm period can be marked well enough by the year
1971, when the rcnortnalization group method was applied in the quantum
theory Ы non-Abolian gauge fields, in which the famous effect of asymptotic
freedom was discovered [27].

The rcnormalization group expression

1 + Alnz'
for the effective coupling constants й, in QCD, computed in the one-loop
approximation, exhibits л remarkable UV asymptotic behaviour thanks to
01 being positive. This expression implies, in contrast to Eq. (7), that the
effective QCD constant decreases as x increases and tends to zero in the UV
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limit. This discovery, which has become technically possible only because
of the KG method use, is the most Important physical result obtained with
the tiid of the KG approach in particle physic».

3.2 Spin lattice
At the same time Wilson (28] succeeded in transplanting the KG philoso-
phy from rclati visile QFT to another branch of modern theoretical physics,
namely, the theory of phase transitions in spin systems on a lattice. This
new version of the KG WM based on KadanofP* idea[20] of joinlnlg in
"blocks" of few neighbouring spins with appropriate change (renoi mallza-
tion) of the coupling constant.

To realize this Idea, it is necessary to average the spins in each block.
This operation reducing the number of degrees of freedom and simplifying
the system under consideration, preserves all its long-distance properties
under a suitable ^normalization of the coupling constant. Along with this,
the above procedure gives rise to a new theoretical model of the original
physical system.

In order that the system obtained by averaging be similar to the original
one, one must also discard some terms of the new effective Hamlltonian
which turns out to be unimportant in the description of Infrared properties.
As a result of this KmlnnofF - Wilson decimation, we arrive at a new
model system characterized by new values of the elementary scale and
coupling constant. Uy iterating this operation, one САП construct a discrete
ordered set of models. From the physical point of view the passage from
one model to some other one is an irreversible approximate operation. Two
passages of that sort applied in sequence arc equivalent to one, which gives
rise to a group structure in the set of models. However, in this case the
rcnormalization group is an approximative and is realized as a semigroup.

This construction, obviously in no way connected with UV properties,
was much deafer from the general physical point of View and could there-
fore be readily understood by many theoreticians. Because of this, in
the seventies the concept of the rcnormalization group and its algorithmic
structure were rather quickly and successfully carried over to new branches
of theoretical physic* tuch as polymer physics [30], the theory of noncoher-
ent transfer (31], and so on.

Apart from constructions an&logous to those of Kadanoffand Wilson,
in a number of cases the connection with the original quantum field RG
was established.



3.3 Turbulence
This has been done with help of the functional integral representation. For
example, the classic Kolmogorov-type turbulence problem wae connected
with the RG approach by the following steps [32]:

1. Define the generating functional for correlation functions.

2. Write for this functional the path integral representation.

3. Uy a change of functional integration variable establish an equivalence
of the given classical statistical system with some QFT model.

4> Construct the Schwlngor-Оуяап equations for this equivalent QFT.

6» Apply the Fcynman diagram technique and perform the finite rcnor*
malization procedure.

G. Write down the standard RG equations and use them to find fixed
point and scaling behavior.

The physics of rcnormalization transformation in the turbulence problem
is related to a change of UV cutoff In the wave-number variable.

3.4 Ways of the RG expanding
As we can sec, in different branches of physics the rcnormalization group
developed in two directions:

• The construction of a set of models for the physical problem at hand
by direct analogy with the Kadanoff- Wilson construction (averaging
over certain degrees of freedom) — in polymer physics, noncoherent
transfer theory, percolation theory, and other»;

• The search for an exact RG symmetry in the theory directly or by
proving its equivalence to some QFT: for example, in turbulence
theory [32, 33], ttifbiikficc tft plasma [33], phase transition physics
(based on a model of a continuous spin field).

What is the nature of the symmetry underlying the rcnormalization
group?

a) In QFT the RG symmetry is an exact symmetry of a solution de-
scribed in terms of the fundamental notions of the theory and some bound*
ary valuc(s).

b) In turbulence and some other branches of physics it is a symmetry
of a solution of an equivalent quantum Held model.
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с) In ftpin lattice theory, polymer theory, noncoherent transfer theory,
percolation theory, and «so on (in which the blocking concept of Kadanoff
and Wilson is applied) the RC transformation involves transitions between
various auxiliary models (constructed especially for this purpose). To for-
mulate HC, it is necessary to construct an ordered set M of models Л/(.
The RG transformation connecting various models has the form

Л(п)Л/, = Mni .

In this case the RG symmetry can thus be realized only on the whole set
M.

There is also a purely mathematical difference between the aforesaid
realizations of the renormalizatiofi group. In field theory the* RG is a con-
tinuous symmetry group. On the contrary, in the theory of critical phe-
nomena, polymers, and other similar cases (when an averaging operation Is
necessary) we have an approximate discrete semigroup. It must be pointed
out that In dynamical chaos theory, in which renormalization group ideas
and terminology can sometimes be applied too, functional iterations do not
constitute a group at all, in general. An entirely different terminology Is
sometimes adopted in the above-mentioned domains of theoretical physics.
Expressions such as "the real-space rcnorrnalization group", "the Wilson
RG", "the Monte-Carlo RG", or "the chaos RG" are used.

Nevertheless, the affirmative answer to the question
"Arc there distinct rcnorrnalization groups?"

implies no more than what has just been said about the differences between
eases я) and b) on the one hand and c) on the other.

3.5 Two faces of the rcnormalization group in
QFT
Ля has been mentioned above, invariance under RG transformations, that
is, renorm-group invarianee, is a very important notion in rcnormali/cd
quantum field theory. It means that all physical results arc independent
of the choice of the renonnalization scheme and the subtraction point.
The tatter corresponds to я symmetry whose presence is embodied in the
renormalization group. In QFT the R(! transformations can be considered
in two different ways.

The existence of virtual states and virtual processes is a characteristic
feature of quantum field theory. For example, virtual transformations of a
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photon into an electron-positron pair and vice versa can take place in QE1).
This vacuum polarization process give* rise to the notion of effective charge.
In the classical theory of clectromagnctism a test electric charge placed in a
polarizablc medium attracts nearby charges of opposite sign, which leads to
partial screening of the test charge. In QED the vacuum, that 1», the very
space between the particles, serves as a polarizable medium. The electron
charge is screened by the vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field.
Dirac was the first to demonstrate in 1033 |37] that the electron charge in
momentum representation depends on Q1 according to the foimula

(0)

where c0 = y/oo is the bare charge and Л is the cutoff momentum.
The first attempt to formulate renormali/ation group ideas in this con-

text was undertaken by Slucckclbcrg and l'ctcrmann [11]. In their pio-
neering work the KG transformations were introduced somewhat formally
being related to the procedure for divergences eliminating, the result of
which contains a finite arbitrariness. It is this "degree of freedom" in the
finite «normalized expressions that was used in our papers (5), [G]. Roughly
speaking, our result corresponds to a parameter change (Л —• /i) describing
the degree of freedom, so that the "finite representation"

(10)

is obtained in place of Eq. (0), г.ц = v/a£ being the physical charge of an
electron measured at Q1 - /i*. Here the rcnormalization group symmetry
can therefore be expressed in terms of the momentum transfer scale, that
is renormalization point /i.

Oil-Mann &nd Low used another representation. In their article the
small distance behaviour in QED is analysed in terms of Л, the momentum
transfer cutoff. In this approach the electron charge could be represented
by the expression (0) that is singular in the limit Л — oo.

We shall present a simple physical picture (which can be derived from
Wilson's Nobel lecture) to illustrate this approach. Imagine an electron
of finite dimensions distributed in a small volume of radius Ял — Л/сЛ
with ln(Aa/mc) > 1* W° assume that the electric charge of such a non-
local electron depends on the cutoff momentum «o that this dependence
accumulates the effects of vacuum polarization taking place at distances
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not exceeding H\ from the centre of the electron. We thus obtain a set
of models with a nonlocal electron of charges с/ = ^/щ corresponding to
different values of the cutoff parameter Л<.

Here O( depends on 1Ц a» tbc effects of vacuum polarization In the
excluded volume r < Щ must be subtracted. In this picture the KG
transformation can be thought of ал the passage from one radius Il{ =
li/cAi to another Ilj accompanied by a simultaneous change of the effective
electron charge

ct s с(Л<) — CJ s. a 11 + ̂  In -^ + ... J »

which can be determined with the aid of (9). In other words, here the
IIG plays the role of a symmetry of operations in the space of nonlocal
QED models constructed so that each model is equivalent to the true local
theory at long distances. It is right to say that in these two approaches
the rcnormalization groups differ from one another.

3.G Functional self-similarity
An attempt to analyse the relationship between these formulations on a
simple common basis was undertaken about ten years ago [38]. In this
paper (sec also our surveys [30, 40, 41]) it was demonstrated that all the
above-mentioned realizations of the rcnormalization group could be con-
sidered in a unified manner by using only some common notions of math-
cmatical physics.

In the general case it proves convenient to discuss the symmetry under-
lying the rcnormalization group with the aid of a continuous onc-paramctcr
transformation of two variables x and g written as

Jlt : { * - * ' = x/tt g-g' = §(l,g)} . (11)

Here x is the basic variable subject to a scaling transformation, while g is
a physical quantity undergoing л more complicated functional transforma-
tion. To form a group, the transform Rt must satisfy the multiplication
law

RiRr = Rtr ,

which leads to the following functional equation for §:

fa,g) = S(*/W*9))- (12)
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This equation has the same form as the functional equation (3) for the
effective coupling in QFT in the massleee axsn, that is, when i/ = 0. It 1»
afeo fuffy equfvafent to the Ceff-Mann-f-ow furiclfonaf equation (I), it fs
therefore dear that the contents of RG equation can easily he reduced to
the group multiplication law.

In physical problems the second argument g of the transformation is
usually the boundary value of a dynamical function, that is, a solution of
the problem under investigation. This means that the symmetry underly-
ing the RG approach is a symmetry of the solution (not of the equation)
describing the physical system at hand, involving a transformation of the
parameters entering the boundary conditions.

As an illustration, we consider a solution / (*) defined by the bound-
ary condition /(xo) = /o- Among the arguments o f / we also include the
boundary parameters: / (x) = /(x»*o»/o)- In this case the RG transform»*
tlan corresponds to altering the paramctrfcatfcrn of the eatutlott, say, from
{xOifo} to {*!, /•} . In other words, the value of x for which the boundary
condition is given should not be equal to XQ (that is, another point x,- can
also be used). We now assume that / can be represented as F(x/xo,fo)
with /XI,7) - 7. The equality

F(x/xoJo)=F(x/x<,f{)

reflects the fact that the function itself is not modified under that change
of the boundary condition13. Sotting / i = F(xi/xQif0), £ = x/xo and
t = x,/x0 , wo get F{iJQ) » F({/l,F(t,fo))t which is equivalent to (12).
The group operation can now be defined by analogy with Eq. (11):

Therefore, in the simplest case the RG can be defined as a continuous one-
parameter group of transform.! ions of a solution of the phyeical problem
fixed by a boundary condition. The RG transformation affects the param-
eters of the boundary condition and corresponds to changing the way in
which this condition is introduced for one and the tame solution.

Special очяся of such transformations have been known for a long time.
If we assume that F = g is a factored function of its arguments, then from
Eq.(12) it follows that /*(*,/) = fsk, with k being a number. In this
particular case the group transform takes the form

13A», for example, in the caae F(x, у) = Ф()пх + у).
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that is known in mathematical physics as a power edMtnllnrlty transfor-
mation. More general case //( with functional transformation law can be
characterized as a functional eclf-tilmilnrliy (FSS) transformation (38).

4 C O N C L U S I O N
We can now answer the question concerning the physical meaning of the
symmetry that underlies functional self-similarity and the ^normalization
group. Consider the case when the KG is equivalent to FSS. As we have
already mentioned, It i» not a symmetry of the physical system or the
equation* of the problem at hand, but a symmetry ofnno\ul\on conshlered
as a function of the essential physical variables and suitable boundary
conditions. Л symmetry like that can be defined, in particular, a» the
invariancc of a physical quantity described by this solution with respect to
the way in which the boundary conditions arc inposcd. Changing this way
constitutes a group operation in the sense that the group property can be
considered as the transitivity property of such changes.

Homogeneity is an important feature of the physical systems under
consideration. However, homogeneity can be violated in a discrete manner.
Let us imagine that such a discrete inhomogencily is connected with a
certain value of z, say, x = y. In this case the HG transformation with
canonical parameter I wilt have the form:

Л, : {x' = x/tf y' = y/t, g' = <J(l,y,g)} .

The group multiplication law yields precisely the functional equation (3).
The symmetry connected with functional self-similarity is a very simple

and frequently encountered property of physical phenomena. It can easily
be "discovered" in many very different problems of theoretical physics: in
classical mechanics, transfer theory, classical hydrodynamics, and so on
[-12, <iO, >1M3].

Recently, interesting attempts have been made [15, -16] to use the HG
concept in classical mathematical physics, in particular, to solve nonlinear
differential equations. These articles discuss the possibility of establishing
л regular method for finding a special class of symmetries of the equations
in modern mathematical physics, namely, HG-type symmetries. The latter
arc defined as solution symmetric* with respect to transformations involv-
ing parameters that enter into the solutions through the equations as well
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as through the boundary conditions in addition to (or even rather than)
the natural variables of the problem present in the equations (вес ['17,48]).

As is well known, the aim of modern group analysis [40, 50], which goes
back to works of S. Uc(51], is to find symmetries of differential equations
(DE). Thle approach doc» not Include a similar problem of studying the
symmetries of solutions of these equations, licsidc the main direction of
both the classical and modern analysis, there also remains the study of
solution symmetries with respect to transformation!) involving not only
the variables present in the equations, but also parameters appearing in
the solutions, including tho boundary conditions.

Krom the aforesaid it is clear that the symmetric* which attracted at-
tention in the 50s in connection with the discovery of lite KG in QFT were
*.ho5<; involving the parameters of the system in the group transformations.
It is natural to refer to these symmetries related to functional self-similarity
as the KG'tyfic symmetric». As we have already mentioned, they arc in-
herent in triiMiy problems of mathematical and theoretical physics. It is
therefore important to establish, on the basis of modern group analysis, a
regular method for Finding RG symmetries for various classes of mathemat-
ical problems, including those whose formulation goes beyond the scope of
systems of a finite number of partial differential equations.

The timeliness of the search for RG symmetries is connected with the
effectiveness of the RG method, which makes it possible to improve the
properties of approximate solutions of problems possessing the symmetry
and, in particular, to reconstruct the correct structure of the behaviour
of the solution in a neighbourhood of a singularity, which is, as a rule,
disturbed by the approximation.

In problems admitting description in terms of DE'e a regular algorithm
for finding RG-typc symmetries can be constructed by combining the group
analysis (48, 52] with Ambartsumyan invariant embedding method [53]. In
those cases when the embedding of the boundary-value problem for a DE
leads to an integral formulation, il is required that the algorithms of group
analysis should be extended to intcgro-difTcrcntial systems of equations.
Taking into account that recently some progress has also been made [54,
55, 5G] in extending the range of applicability of the established methods
of group analysis, one can say that the above combination turns out to
be constructive enough also for intcgro-diffcrcntial equations. We recall
that the first embedding with a physical end in view was realized for the
integral equation of radiative transfer [53].

At the same time, the embedding of the Cauchy problem for systems of
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ordinary differential equations bring», u» back to the origin» of the theory of
ouch equations. This is because it «.'an be realized within the framework of
the well-known theorem on the existence of derivatives with respect to the
initial values of the solutions of the system. Here it proves fruitful to treat
the parameter (such as a coupling constant) an new variables introduced
into the group transformations and/or the embedding procedure.

The differential formulation of RG symmetries employe an infinitesimal
operator (tangent vector field), which, in general, combines the symmetry
of the original problem with a symmetry (approximate or exact) of its so-
lution taking the boundary condition* into account, Algorithmlcally, tho
invariant embedding procedure contains the operation of including these
data among the variables taking part in group transformations. Here the
object of group analysis in the system of equations consisting of the in)*
tial system and the embedding equations corresponding to it and to the
boundary-value problem. The latter can be constructed on the basis of
both the original equations and the boundary conditions. From the view*
point of group analysis, combining the original system with the embedding
equations changes the differential manifold (as a rule, quite substantially).

The symmetry group of the combined system can be found by the usual
methods of Lie analysis and its modern modifications with the aid of the
solution of the determining equation for the coordinates of the infinites*
irnal operator corresponding to the condition that ensures the invariancc
of this new manifold. As a matter of fact, the RG can be obtained (sec
Itefs.(57,58)) by a suitable restriction of the resulting group to a solution,
the representation of which can be quite diverse: as an exact integral or an
algebraic expression, as a final portion of a perturbation scries or another
approximation formula, as a functional integral, and so on.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Drs. II.V. Mcdvcdcv
and V.V. Pustovalov for helpful remarks.
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ШирмжД.Н. К2-96-15
Погшиобопскнл рснорчфуппа

Мм напишем с истории шкрмгии рсмормд/нианионной фуннм н киангошй
tcopitii моли и сошння м с п ш рспормфуинм и середине 50-х п.

Но nutpoli мае г план ficuiull оГиор последующей» ранними попиши рсиорм*
фуипм и исиолыонаппя мсголл 1'Ги рлчлп'шыд oTviucm icopcnnccMiiWbiuiiKii,
и также обсужластси концепции функциональной апгомолелыкхгги. Н J.IK/IK»*
мснии расе шире н i.i нскогормс иерспсктинм сонремспиою р;ииигия рсморм»
ipyniit.i и сю maimoorimiiicniix с соирсменпмм (рупионым шкипмом.

D f j раСяпа iicpmtiiiriaiMiK ) ш м с л а чип ил p y c o m i * i M i < и nine npciipimta О П И И 2 1 I O
к л # > p » w i * "У4-1«)1Н Miif^Mitfit'Wi'din илу*» ( M ' J , №5, ( I W » M 7 » l f r l ) . К н м ш W H I M » ,
na.ct.naK iijd.iiamtiiK с и , к р « щ шип о шииСяш к .HKcpuiypiiMK ct:u.ik.u\. К л п ч
« aMf^it*k*/)w несшие *)\тл\л 1*Ни»1м> ШЬ Нипец*. ьА1), No51)W>, I5
Miiniir-Hit-Kiiiput tcpHiiiKUixirKtmic и смыелс^ме НСАОЛСНМ*.

llniiiy vtoio аям<р c'w.i ncofmuii«iU4 кнуГнихш.т. iMtp.mifMiiuli шн.инк'кни lent l, Гни пни

BMiuvinciiii и ЛаПорагории tcopcni'iccMill фишки int.H.H.Iioiivi
ин ОММИ.

Cmtmttunt (XfXiiiitriimin mmntyra n.icpiw» itixir.nnuifirit. Л><*чи.

ShitkovD.V. B2*96*IS
The Hognliubov Kcnornuli/ation Group Sccoml Hnglith Printing

*

We begin with pcf.wtul пшеч dewribing llic atnunphctc of «Hugoliubov
rcnormali/alion group» birth. Then we cxpmc the hiMory of KG discovery
in the Ql-T and of the KG method deviling in the niid-fiflicv The third putt
is devoted to proliferation of KG idea* into diverge ports of theoretical physics. We
conclude with diM-iming the perspective of KG method further development nnd its
application in mathematical physic».

The investigation has been performed at the Hogoliubov Laboratory
of Theoretical Physics, JINK.

Cutrnminkalwn of tht iuiM liMituW kt Мжкм HcxMtK DuNu. IVMt
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